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MEDICAL PRACTICE

Doctors and The Common Market

European Association of Internal Medicine
First Conference

The European Association of Internal Medicine was founded in 1970, with the prime aim of maintaining the existence of the
specialty of internal medicine in Europe. From 13 to 15 May 1971 the association held its first conference, at the Royal College
of Physicians in London. As well as sessions on "Recent Contributions to the Pathogenesis and Treatment of Oedema",
"Environmental Hazards in Europe", and "The Problems of New Drugs in Europe", the conference also contained two on

training in internal medicine-"How to Become an Internist in Europe" and "How to Remain an Internist in Europe", at

which the chairmen were, respectively, Professor J. Stahl and Sir John Richardson. Below are printed versions of all the papers
presented at these two sessions. These have been prepared from full versions or abstracts supplied by the speakers and in several
cases have been translated from the original French.

Educational Value of Internal
Medicine
J. STAHL

The educational value of internal medicine is the best justifi-
cation for its existence. The present day accelerated increase of
knowledge and of its technological applications has meant that
man cannot take a general view of problems, particularly when
he specializes before having acquired a good general education.
Medicine has not escaped this analytical trend, which is at once

both necessary and dangerous. It is increasingly becoming
more and more divided into organ specialties and exploration
techniques. The disadvantages of this are that it is carried to

extremes; it is particularly obvious in medicine, whose ob-
jectives have not varied since the beginning of time-to care

for the sick man as an indivisible unit. Thus the place of
internal medicine is the scientific integration of all the data, not

only those relating to the body systems but also to the person as

an individual. All the difficult attempts to define internal
medicine have confirmed this point of view. The definition of

University of Strasbourg
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the Harth-Dagnelie working party on medical education ended
with this meaningful sentence: "Internal medicine wants to be
the medicine of the individual and not that of the organ."
The problem is not whether one is for or against specialization.

To oppose it would be to turn a blind eye and hinder progress,
for specialization is inevitable and necessary in medicine, as
anywhere else. Obviously the specialties play an important part
in the practice and teaching of medicine, and in the examination
and treatment of the patient. The specialties born of internal
medicine cannot be fully realized unless they maintain their
link with the basic specialty, which is general internal medicine,
for if they become cut off and introspective they run the risk of
making errors and breaking up.

Since its function is one of integration, internal medicine is
essentially a process of thought and judgement; its disap-
pearance would leave medicine very badly off. All these attributes
give internal medicine a particularly important educational role,
whatever the level of a doctor's training and his subsequent
career. It is refreshing to note that in most curricula the number
of hours devoted to the teaching of clinical medicine-that is,
internal medicine-is generally among the highest. It is there
that the student will first come into contact with the patient,
and among all the clinical subjects during hospital training
internal medicine occupies a strategic position. Thus by the end
of his university-hospital training the student will be a young
specialist physician-but one who has been taught to teach
himself, and is thus able to choose his vocation with open eyes
and prepared to assimilate the progress and developments of
tomorrow's medicine.
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Training in Internal Medicine
Despite differences from one country to another, training
programmes for an internal medicine specialist have several
common denominators, starting with real hospital responsi-
bilities, a feature which is a fundamental necessity. These
responsibilities are guaranteed by institutions which are called,
depending on the country, "internat des h6pitaux, assistanat, or
clinicat." This training must be full time, supervised by a
specialist in internal medicine, and last for at least five
years. Active participation in the teaching, group discussions,
and frequent clinical or clinicopathological conferences will
help the student to acquire deeper and wider views on the whole
of internal medicine and its techniques. Other important
features of this training include studying a particular subject in
depth, and clinical research. Not only will this broaden his
views on other aspects of human and general biology, but it will
inculcate the human qualities required for team work, so
essential to all aspects of the practice of medicine.
The educational influences of internal medicine have a

particularly important place in general-practitioner training.
Together with the paediatrician the specialist in internal
medicine should take an active part in keeping him up to date

with the new investigatory and therapeutic techniques. Also the
specialist must ensure that the general practitioner does not
become isolated and that he is given open access to the teaching
centres.
Some sectors of opinion have recently accused the teaching

institutions and their staffs of caring too much for science and
research-with the consequent depersonalization of medicine
and neglect of the practical training of students. All these
accusations are difficult to understand, for the words of Claude
Bernard still obtain today. "L'adjonction de sciences exactes
n'enleve rien aux elans du coeur et de 1'esprit qui doivent
animer le practicien". Some people have suggested that the
student should come into contact with the general practitioners
and their patients at a very early stage, so that he can be initiated
into a so-called "comprehensive" medicine. But these proposals
would take us back to a prescientific and craftlike medicine.
Surely the real danger of depersonalization lies in the fragmen-
tation of medicine by an excessive multiplication of specialties
and the ensuing scattering of responsibilities ? The remedy lies in
internal medicine solidly built on a constant preoccupation
with a system which is at once scientific, humane, and social-
and therefore comprehensive.

Training Programmes in Internal Medicine

Germany
V. HARTH

In Germany the prospective internal medicine specialist
acquires the necessary knowledge at the bedside, and at no
period in his career is there a stage consisting only of theory.
After the ward rounds or clinics discussions are held among
members of the medical team, whether in small or large groups,
and these play an important part in training, as well as the
regular demonstrations at the bedside given by the chief
physician or the doctor in charge of the clinic.

For their part the trainees must, of course, read up the
relevant literature in the library, as well as keep up to date
with specialist journals; other necessities in the course are
attendance at the daily demonstrations in the radiological-clinic
and the necropsy room. Usually also consultations and regular
meetings are organized between the department of internal
medicine and the different specialist clinics, to discuss patients
actually under treatment at the time as well as to give the
assistants the opportunity of raising points arising out of the
formal lectures.
The German trainee specialist in internal medicine assumes

full responsibility for the patients under his care and is answer-
able to the chief physician, who in his turn is responsible to the
head of the clinic. During his training he is paid for his work.

Characteristic Features

Four features characterize the German specialist in internal
medicine. Firstly, the long tradition of the specialty, which goes
back about 200 years. In the nineteenth century Theodor
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Fredreichs gave an enormous impetus to internal medicine in
Germany when he created the German Association of Internal
Medicine (Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Innere Medizin) and
organized the first specialist congress at Wiesbaden in 1882.
This explains how the specialty of internal medicine advanced
more quickly in Germany than in any other country. Up to the
present, moreover, the specialty has been kept as a single entity.
Nevertheless, there are now signs that the specialty is becoming
split up-a regrettable tendency, as in several countries where
this has occurred it has led to inefficiency.
Each internal medicine specialist in Germany is able to follow

a special interest, and those qualified to do so may add to their
title of specialist in internal medicine the qualification of
gastroenterologist, cardiologist, or chest specialist. The length
of training for the doctors obtaining these additional quali-
fications is the same as that for pure specialists in internal
medicine, but in such cases two years is spent in training in the
particular field.
The second characteristic feature is that the German specialist

is entitled to carry out technical procedures once he has mastered
them-for example, he is allowed to take electrocardiographs
and interpret them. For the physician this makes a great
difference since he can if necessary obtain the results of tests
much more quickly than if he has to send specimens away to
institutes or laboratories. Thirdly, in Germany the minimum
training period for a specialist in internal medicine is six years,
compared with only five years in most other countries of the
European Economic Community. During this sixth year he
becomes particularly expert at special investigative techniques.

Scale of Fees

Lastly, in Gernan medicine the scale of fees is the same for all
doctors, whether general practitioners or specialists. Thus when
the general practitioner can carry out diagnosis or treatment ofan
equal standard to that of the specialist he is paid the same fees
for this.
A recent disturbing trend is the new system of deparments
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